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TWO SHILLINGS
BENJAMIN BRITten

Winter Words

Op. 52

Lyrics and Ballads

Of

Thomas Hardy

For

High Voice and Piano

1. At Day-close in November
2. Midnight on the Great Western
3. Wagtail and Baby
4. The Little Old Table
5. The Choirmaster’s Burial
6. Proud Songsters
7. At the Railway Station, Upway
8. Before Life and After

Duration 19\frac{1}{2} minutes

“ ‘They constitute a notable addition to Britten’s previous sets of songs and being less erudite than some others make an immediate appeal but still promise lasting satisfaction.’"—The Times

“ ‘Hardy himself would have enjoyed these songs, for he would have realised the fact that Britten has evoked the idiom of the English countryman more truly than any other musician has done.’"—The Manchester Guardian.

“ ‘Britten’s fertile imagination and gift for the pregnant phrase are always in evidence.’"—The Daily Telegraph.

Price 8/- net
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